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The old ways have returned. There are quarrels, strife and jealousies, and a splintering of the three

families of man. Can the people of Jehovah halt the heresies that strangely afflict the great

grandchildren of Noah?Nimrodâ€”leads Babelâ€™s Hunters. He wonâ€™t rest until he crushes the

Japhethites.Semiramisâ€”the exotic, dark-haired wife of Nimrod uses her body to tempt men to

terrible deeds as she seeks to become the power behind Babel.Gilgameshâ€”his quickness made

him a legend, his unique talents made him sought by the Mighty Hunter, but his blindness made him

vulnerable to a womanâ€™s betrayal and an enemyâ€™s treachery.Europaâ€”the queen of the

Japhethites has cunning to match any Hamiteâ€¦ if she can tame her quarreling sons.Gogâ€”has

muscles like bands of steel. His wrestling will change the course of history.
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I have never written a review but felt compelled. What a great series, excellent research and

fantastic author. It speaks to you on many levels and I find it fascinating how the author tied in so

many events and made the characters real people.Once I read book 1 I was hooked and stayed



awake at nights finishing the series. The only thing I feel bad about is how cheap it was! I felt like I

should have paid more for so much entertainment and introspection.The books just kept getting

better, building and building to excellent closure in book 4. I kept wondering if Hilda and Odin ended

up being the people that start the vikings.

I am at the end of book 3 now and the series is great.it is amazing how the people before the flood

are so like today and how quickly they go back and away from jehovah.I WiSH Mr. Heppner would

take this series farther for the people of Isreal. Like how Isreal came to be after Abram, etc. and

what about Melchisedek( good book about him by Traylor, I think)Anyway I enjoy historical fiction as

opposed to fantasy tyoes with made up land. Just saying..I will read book 4 in this series next. God

bless all.

Following the path of man down through a historical background Vaughn drops you into the lives of

the people of the world some years after the flood. The spreading out of man upon the earth takes

time yet 100 years goes by with heroes and villains falling back into the nature of man once

again.The struggle is long for man,yet will we learn after all of those years?Peal back the pages and

live their lives of struggle as it does have a ring of here we go again!A GOOD READ,that will take

you to the people of the tower you will have to get them both,yet it is worth every shekel or dime you

spend.

Vaughn Heppner is an excellent author. I love reading Christian Historical Fiction and I thoroughly

enjoyed reading this book and any of his books. Even though I have been taught since birth about

God and the Bible and The Beginning, this book just makes it so much more real to me. The

characters are so real to life I feel like I know them. I impatiently (lol) wait for more books from

Vaughn Heppner along this line of reading.

This book is part of a series beginning with the Noah's Ark story. It is about 100 years since the

flood and Noah's children have multiplied to thousands of people. They decide they want to rebuild

civilization beginning with the city of Babel. They build a tower to glorify themselves. This is a

well-written series which sticks close to the Biblical account, with a few flights of fancy. The

characters struggle with obeying God's commands and getting along with each other. I would

recommend it.



Got hooked on Vaughn Heppner through his Doom Star Series and ventured out into his biblical

fiction. A great supplement to old testament religious reading in that it provides a little creative

enhancement to color in the story. Not for everyone, but it did help me to reenergize my studies and

enthusiasm with my religious reading. Purchased and read all of the Lost Civilizations and Ark

Chronicle, Lod, and Doom star series. Waiting for more...

I have read Vaughn Heppener books and will continue to read them. This puts a really good spin on

how it could have been at that time period. THere have been other comment stating how it is to

modern or not factual enough but it is fiction and a good story.

The story is quite enjoyable and engaging. Political intrigue, heroes, villains, etc. However, the

frequent typos and spelling errors are distracting.Case in point:"He nodded, grinning.""You let your

bread grow, I see," she said.He beamed. He was proud of his beard,
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